The study examines lexical-semantic 
This study follows the paradigm and ontology of intercultural communication assuming that language consciousness should be considered as one of the layers within the entire worldview structure, i.e. as one of the optional schemes to discover the world that is more suitable for communicative aims.
In terms of the worldview structure, it would be useful to consider differences in the core and surface worldview structures. Modern cognitive linguistics suggests that worldview is inherent in a human being acting as a bearer of consciousness. Lévy-Bruhl (1975) These concepts may vary in terms of their content, yet they are at all times embedded in a person's consciousness at any stage of his or her development. And it is language that exclusively describes the worldview due to its particular features, namely:
• it can describe the worldview in all of its integrity as elaborately as needed;
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• it can describe both native and foreign worldviews;
• it can serve as an intermediary transferring the data between the various worldviews.
Thus, worldview is viewed as a reflection of the presentive real world in the individual's psyche mediated by presentive meanings and the corresponding cognitive schemes.
Developing this idea, Ushakova (1986) claims that combined activity of language, speech and consciousness in an individual psyche creates new structural features. Different researchers define them as language thesaurus, verbal nets, semantic fields, or basic contextual elements of a linguistic worldview. Thus, a conceptual worldview includes information represented in concepts, and a linguistic worldview covers knowledge fixed in the semantic fields comprising words and word combinations that are ranked differently within a category. Therefore, the next step would be to analyse the inner structure of the semantic field.
The term 'semantic field' came into use following Trier's (1973) work. Trier's theory is closely connected with Humboldt's idea of the inner form of a language. He understands language as a selfcontained stable system that defines the content of all its constituent parts. Pursuant to Trier (1973) , words of any language are not isolated carriers of meaning; they all have their individual meanings only because other allied words also have this semantics. Trier (1973) In his work, Fillmore (1976) defines the following types of such structures:
• contrasting sets (semantic oppositions);
• taxonomy (relations of inclusion or domination);
• paradigms (common semantic features);
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• cycles (rank relations);
• nets (groups based on several relations);
• frames (a set of words representing a part of the conceptual whole);
• patronomy (relations between a paer and a whole). Among various approaches to the study of lexis as a system, Bosova (1997) distinguishes the psycholinguistic approach that assumes studies of associative fields. An associative field represents a lexical set created by a respondent in accordance with the association with a word-stimulus.
Admitting the diversity of the material referred to as a field, she distinguishes some of the most common characteristics of a semantic field:
• interrelation between elements within a single field; 1978) and Lakoff (2012), we find some fundamental contradictions in the two main ideas shaping the foundation of the classical approach to categories description: 1) no member of a category can be superior to any other member of the same category; 2) categories are independent from an individual who creates categories (Lakoff, 2012) . These and other relevant works (Berlin & Kay, 1969; Brown, 1958; Taylor, 1989) Meaning, therefore, has its own objective genesis in a person's practical cognitive activity. The correlation ratio of ranks given to verbal stimuli is as follows:
STUDY AND RESULTS

Factors
• Russians/Americans +0.42
• Russians/Germans +0.90
• Americans/Germans +0.47
'The dove is a symbolic bird for all Christian cultures as a symbol of the Holy Spirit in Christian theology'
These correlation ratios prove the following:
• with the findings related to the Russian/ American and American/German part of the experiment, there appear to be quite significant differences in the distribution of semantic field components;
• greater similarity was revealed in comparing data obtained from Russians and Germans.
The correlation ratio of ranks given to non-verbal stimuli is as follows:
• Russians/Americans +0.997
• Russians/Germans +0.970
• Americans/Germans +0.966
These correlation ratios prove that there is some universal basic image of a bird in the consciousness of people with different national and cultural backgrounds. Analysing photos that achieved the highest rankings, we can conclude that their typicality was estimated based on some basic exterior features assigned to a perfect object of this group.
Having analysed the distribution of bird names within the semantic field 'Bird', we can argue that ranking of birds based on verbal stimuli does not accurately reflect the real genus-species relations. • abbreviation is perceived differently with aphetic or converse terms;
• genuine lexis differs from derived lexis not only morphologically but also due to phonological strangeness;
• there is always a core in word formation system, consisting of productive type models used in literature and regular speech models, as well as a periphery consisting of special and professional lexis;
• stylistically marked lexis always requires special strategies for understanding.
This approach is relevant for further analysis of ranking distribution. Rankings obtained with Russian respondents were analysed using the following sources:
• Dictionary of the Russian Language Rankings obtained with German respondents were analysed relying on the following sources:
• Der Grosse Coron (Ahlheim, 1988 • The distinctive external features of real objects are mediated by presentive meaning and respective cognitive schemes.
• Complex knowledge about the world is reflected in language that shapes the images represented in people's linguistic consciousness.
• Mental images that appear as a result of visual perception are universal in nature.
Images making up part of linguistic consciousness vary due to different verbalisation techniques employed in the course of information processing.
• A word can activate complicated mechanisms within the human brain, i.e. 
